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Boundary – Moats in and around the unit
Fig. 3

Fig. 3+4: Examples of the cross sections found in the profiles along the
yellow flank on figure 2
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Fig. 2: Strong ”moat” tendencies in the cross-sections are evident along the
yellow flank
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Boundary – Moats in and around the unit
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Fig. 1: Location of the profiles
Fig. 2+3+4: Examples of the more muted moats from the unit boundary
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Fig.1 CTX from Dickson et al., 2018
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Thickness
• ”Thickness” (elevation difference) measured along profiles,
400 m apart
Fig. 3
• Blue colors: Relatively thin
• Red/Yellow colors: Relatively
thicker
• General SW trend in
”thickness”
• “Windows” within the unit,
show opposite thickness
trend.
Fig. 2

Fig. 3. (above): example of
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Fig. 1 (above) Relative ‘thickness’ (elevation difference) of floor unit
margins.
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Fig. 2 (left) Elevation profile showing down slope trend running from
north (A) to south (A’). Inset shows outline of floor unit and location of
profile line. Scale bar in lower right of inset is 5 km. From William Abbey
2017

Fractures
• Mapped at scale 1:3000
• Count: 1,713
Fig.1 (below) Example of the fractures visible on the
smoother part of the unit
Fig. 2 (right) Fractures visible at scale 1:3000
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Fractures – cont.
Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig.1 (left) Zoom on fractures proximal to the western deltaic fan.
Fig. 2 (right) Examples of fractures crossing small craters

Unit subdivisions

Fig. 2

• Smooth versus rough sub-unit

• Fig 1: Highlighted smooth unit on the dark-toned floor unit
• Fig. 2 (top right): The smooth sub-unit is sparsely cratered below
~100m in diameter.
• Fig. 3 (bottom right): The rough sub-unit is heavily cratered and
eroded to a point where distinct features are difficult to distinguish.
The rough unit is also fractured, but they are only visible at very high
resolution.
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Smooth sub-unit
Fig. 3

Rough sub-unit

Smooth unit – correlation to CRISM
Color legend:
Blue: High Calcium Pyroxene (HCP)
Green Low Calcium Pyroxene (LCP)
Red (Olivine)

Possible Interpretation:
Deep Blue: HCP-signal from igneous
rocks in mafic unit.

Cyan: HCP signal from the igneous
rocks in mafic unit, with LCP signal
from overlying thin fluvial (?)
deposit

Green in Delta: LCP in fluvial deposit

Green to the East: Low spectral
contrast

Mafic CRISM stamps from Horgan et al., 2018

Smooth unit – correlation to CRISM
Color legend:
Blue: High Calcium Pyroxene (HCP)
Green Low Calcium Pyroxene (LCP)
Red (Olivine)

Possible Interpretation:
Deep Blue: HCP-signal from igneous
rocks in mafic unit.
Green in Delta: LCP in fluvial deposit

Cyan: HCP signal from the igneous
rocks in mafic unit, with LCP signal
from overlying thin fluvial deposit
Green to the East: Low spectral
contrast

With smooth sub-unit outline in
thick black

Mafic CRISM stamps from Horgan et al., 2018

Smooth unit – correlation with the thermal inertia

With smooth sub-unit outline in
thick black

thermal inertia mosaic from USGS

New counting approach
-
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New data
Secondary counter
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Fig. 1 (above) Red circles are craters counted previously on CTX. Green arrows show
additional craters missed on CTX, but included in the HiRISE count.
Fig. 2 (top right): Area of the Dark-toned floor unit without the DEM.
Fig. 3 (bottom right): Same area as fig. 2. but with a DEM.

Cratercounting - results
Fig. 1

Fig. 1 (above): CTX image of Jezero Crater. The black outlines the dark-toned floor
unit, with all the counted craters (>170) marked in red. Locations where unit
thickness was measured are referenced with a green line. The blue squares outlines
the HiRISE tiles used to measure profiles
Fig. 2 (right): Craters plotted in a 4th root-2 binning format. The black isochron is
fitted with a Poisson fit (Michael et al., 2016), to craters with a diameter between
170 m and 480 m. This produced an age of 2.4 ± 0.2 Ga. The green bins represent
the craters >500 m with a Poisson fit which alone produces an age of 2.2 +0.7,-0.8
Ga.
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Relation to previous work
Schon et al 2012, craters >200 m in CTX: 1.4 Ga.
Kinch & Shahrzad, LSW 3, >120 m in CTX: 1.0 Ga
(Consistent within counting error and statistical error)
More craters visible in HiRISE DEM’s. vs CTX images
This work: 170 m – 480 m, Hirise DEM’s, Poisson fit: 2.4 Ga
This work: >500 m, CTX, Poisson fit: 2.2 Ga

Poisson fit results in lower model age vs standard
cumulative/differential fit for these 4-5 craters
Goudge et al, 2012, > 600 m: 3.45 Ga

Origin of the darktoned floor unit ?
The lobate margins, moats and thickness
variation trends in the unit all point to the
unit being emplaced as some variation of
high-viscosity flow.
HCP signal in CRISM data indicates an origin
separate from other (fluvial and lacustrine)
materials in the crater and is at least
consistent with a volcanic origin.
Formation hypotheses:
If unit originated as a sediment-rich water
flow it seems likely that it originated the
western inlet – and therefore must underlie
at least the top of the western delta
If unit is a lava (or pyroclastic) flow it most
likely is sourced from under the NorthEastern part – indicated by regional slope
and by flow direction as shown by height of
margins around erosional windows

